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Abstract
In systems of active programmable matter, individual modules require a constant supply of energy to
participate in the system’s collective behavior. These systems are often powered by an external energy
source accessible by at least one module and rely on module-to-module power transfer to distribute
energy throughout the system. While much effort has gone into addressing challenging aspects
of power management in programmable matter hardware, algorithmic theory for programmable
matter has largely ignored the impact of energy usage and distribution on algorithm feasibility
and efficiency. In this work, we present an algorithm for energy distribution in the amoebot model
inspired by the growth behavior of Bacillus subtilis bacterial biofilms. These bacteria use chemical
signaling to communicate their metabolic states and regulate nutrient consumption throughout
the biofilm, ensuring that all bacteria receive the nutrients they need. Our algorithm similarly
uses communication to inhibit energy usage when there are starving modules, enabling all modules
to receive sufficient energy to meet their demands. As a supporting but independent result, we
extend the amoebot model’s well-established spanning forest primitive so that it self-stabilizes in
the presence of crash failures. We conclude by showing how this self-stabilizing primitive can be
leveraged to compose our energy distribution algorithm with existing amoebot model algorithms,
effectively generalizing previous work to also consider energy constraints.
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1 Introduction
The goal for programmable matter [25] is to realize physical materials that can dynamically
change their physical properties on command, acting autonomously or based on user input.
In active systems, the composing modules (or “particles”) of programmable matter are often
envisioned and designed to be simple, homogeneous units capable of internal computation,
inter-module communication, and movement. These modules require a constant supply of
energy to function, but as the number of modules per collective increases and individual
modules are miniaturized from the centimeter/millimeter-scale [10, 14, 23] to the micro-
and nano-scale [8, 16], traditional methods of robotic power supply such as internal battery
storage and tethering become infeasible.
Programmable matter systems instead make use of an external energy source accessible by
at least one module and rely on module-to-module power transfer to supply the system with
energy [4, 10, 13, 23]. This external energy can be supplied directly to one or more modules
in the form of electricity, as in [10], or may be ambiently available as light, heat, sound, or
chemical energy in the environment [18, 21]. Since energy may not be uniformly accessible
to all modules in the system, a strategy for energy distribution — or sharing energy between
modules such that all modules eventually obtain the energy they need to function — is
imperative but does not come for free. Significant energy loss can occur in module-to-module
transfer depending on the method used, and even with perfect transfer successive voltage
drops between modules can limit the number of modules that can be powered from a single
source [10]. Module geometry may further complicate the problem by introducing short
circuits, adding further constraints to power routing algorithms [4].
Algorithmic theory for programmable matter has largely ignored the role of energy
(with notable exceptions, such as [8, 23]), focusing primarily on characterizing the minimal
capabilities individual modules need to collectively achieve desired system-level self-organizing
behaviors. Across models of active programmable matter — including population protocols [1],
the nubot model [27], mobile robots [9], hybrid programmable matter [11, 12], and the
amoebot model [5, 6] — most works either develop algorithms for a desired behavior and
bound their time complexity or, on the negative side, prove that a given behavior cannot
be achieved within the given constraints. To the extent of our knowledge, papers on these
models have only mentioned energy to justify constraints (e.g., why a system should remain
connected [19]) and have never directly treated the impact of energy usage and distribution
on an algorithm’s efficiency. This stands in stark contrast to both the work of programmable
matter practitioners described above and the modular and swarm robotics literature where
energy constraints are influential aspects of algorithm design [2, 15, 20, 22, 26].
In this work, we present an algorithm for energy distribution in the amoebot model
inspired by the growth behavior of Bacillus subtilis bacterial biofilms [17, 24]. We assume
that all particles in the system require energy to perform their actions but only some have
access to an external energy source. Naive distribution strategies such as fully selfish or fully
altruistic behaviors have obvious problems: in the former, particles with access to energy use
it all and starve the others, while in the latter no particle ever knows when it is safe to use
its stored energy. This necessitates a strategy in which particles shift between selfish and
altruistic energy usage depending on the needs of their neighbors. Our algorithm mimics
the way bacteria use long-range communication of their metabolic stress to temporarily
inhibit the biofilm’s energy consumption, allowing for nutrients to reach starving bacteria
and effectively solving the energy distribution problem.
2 Energy Distribution for Programmable Matter
1.1 Biological Underpinnings
Our algorithms for energy distribution are inspired by the work of Liu and Prindle et al. [17, 24]
who studied the growth behavior of colonies of Bacillus subtilis bacteria. Though capable of
surviving as planktonic, free-floating individuals, these bacteria often form densely packed
biofilm colonies when they become metabolically stressed (i.e., when they become nutrient
scarce and begin to starve). These biofilms offer individual bacterium more opportunities for
nourishment, as well as significantly better protection from external attack.
In particular, these bacteria consume glutamine, which is produced from a combination
of substrates glutamate and ammonium. Glutamate is sourced from the environment outside
of the biofilm, whereas ammonium is produced by individual bacterium. However, because
ammonium can freely diffuse across a bacterium’s cell membrane and be lost to its surround-
ings, production of ammonium is known as the futile cycle. The futile cycle is detrimental for
bacteria on the biofilm’s periphery, as they lose all their ammonium to the external medium.
Once a biofilm colony is formed, however, bacteria in the biofilm’s interior are shielded from
the futile cycle by those on the periphery. This creates a symbiotic co-dependence: bacteria
in the interior are reliant on glutamate that passes through bacteria on the periphery, while
bacteria on the periphery are reliant on ammonium produced by bacteria in the interior.
As the biofilm grows, overall glutamate consumption in the periphery increases, limiting
the amount of glutamate that permeates into the interior of the colony. This causes interior
bacteria to become metabolically stressed. Thus, in order to regulate glutamate consumption
on the periphery, interior bacteria communicate their metabolic states to the peripheral
bacteria via a long-range electrochemical process known as potassium ion-channel-mediated
signaling [24]. This sudden influx of potassium lowers a bacterium’s glutamate intake and
ammonium retention, allowing more nutrients to pass into the biofilm’s interior. As a result,
the biofilm grows at an oscillating rate rather than a constant one, despite the fact that there
is plentiful glutamate in the environment. This emergent oscillating growth pattern enables
continuous distribution of nutrients deep in the interior of the colony, effectively solving the
energy distribution problem in the setting where energy is used for reproduction.
1.2 The Amoebot Model
In the amoebot model [5, 6], programmable matter consists of individual, homogeneous
computational elements called particles. Any structure that a particle system can form is
represented as a subgraph of an infinite, undirected graph G = (V,E) where V represents all
relative positions a particle can occupy and E represents all possible adjacencies between
particles.1 Each node can be occupied by at most one particle. The geometric amoebot model
is a standard model variant that assumes G = G∆, the triangular lattice (see Figure 1a).
Two particles occupying adjacent nodes are said to be neighbors. Although each particle
is anonymous, lacking a unique identifier, a particle can locally identify any given neighbor
by its label for the edge between them. Each particle has a constant-size local memory that it
and its neighbors can directly read from and write to for communication. However, particles
do not have any global information, including a shared coordinate system or orientation.
The system progresses asynchronously through atomic actions. In the amoebot model,
an atomic action corresponds to a single particle’s activation in which it can perform a
constant amount of local computation involving information it reads from its local memory
1 We omit several core features of the amoebot model (including expanded particles and movements)
since they are not needed in this work; see [5] for a full description of the model.
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(a)
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(b)
Figure 1 (a) Particles shown as black circles on the triangular lattice G∆, shown in gray. (b) A
particle’s energy anatomy. Energy is transferred between particles at their contact points, shown as
green markers on the particle’s periphery. A particle’s battery ebat stores energy for its own use and
for sharing with its neighbors.
and its neighbors’ memories and write updates to its neighbors’ memories. We assume these
actions preserve atomicity, isolation, and fairness. Atomicity requires that an action either
completes successfully or is aborted (e.g., due to a conflict) and completely undone. A set of
concurrent actions preserves isolation if they do not interfere with each other; i.e., if their
concurrent execution produces the same end result as if they were executed in any sequential
order. Fairness requires that each particle successfully completes an action infinitely often.
It is well known that if a distributed system’s actions are atomic and isolated, any set
of such actions can be serialized [3]; i.e., there exists a sequential ordering of the successful
(non-aborted) actions that produces the same end result as their concurrent execution. Thus,
while in reality many particles may be active concurrently, it suffices when analyzing amoebot
algorithms to consider the sequential setting where only one particle is active at a time. By
our fairness assumption, if a particle P is inactive at time t in the activation sequence, P will
be (successfully) activated again at some time t′ > t. An asynchronous round is complete
once every particle has been activated at least once.
Particle Anatomy for Energy Distribution
In addition to the standard model, we introduce notation and terminology specific to the
problem of energy distribution. Each particle P has an energy battery denoted P.ebat of
capacity κ > 0 (see Figure 1b). The battery represents stored energy P can use for performing
actions or sharing with its neighbors. Particles with access to the external energy source can
harvest energy into their batteries directly, while those that do not depend on their neighbors
to share with them. In either case, we assume each particle can transfer at most α > 0 units
of energy per activation.
1.3 Our Results
An instance of the energy distribution problem has the form (P, κ, δ) where P is a finite
connected particle system, κ is the capacity of each particle’s battery, and energy demand
δ(P, i) denotes the energy cost for a particle P to perform its i-th action. For convenience,
we will use δ(P ) to refer to the energy cost for P to perform its next action. An instance is
valid if (i) P contains at least one “root” particle with access to the external energy source
and all non-root particles are initially “idle” and (ii) for all particle actions, δ(·, ·) ≤ κ; i.e.,
no energy demand exceeds the energy capacity. A particle P is stressed if the energy level
of its battery is strictly less than the demand for its next action, i.e., if P.ebat < δ(P ). An
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action a of a particle P is enabled if, barring any energy considerations, P is able to perform
action a. A local, distributed algorithm A solves a valid instance of the energy distribution
problem in time t if, when each particle executes A individually, no particle remains stressed
for more than t asynchronous rounds and at least one particle performs an enabled action
every t asynchronous rounds.
In Section 2, we present Energy-Sharing: a local, distributed algorithm that solves the
energy distribution problem in O(n) asynchronous rounds (Theorem 8), where n is the number
of particles in the system. We then show simulation results in Section 3, demonstrating
that without the biofilm-inspired communication of particles’ energy states, Energy-Sharing
fails to distribute sufficient energy throughout the system. In Section 4, we consider the
impact of crash faults on the correctness and runtime of our algorithm. Our fault mitigation
strategy relies on a new algorithmic primitive called Forest-Prune-Repair that locally repairs
the system’s underlying communication structure after a particle crashes. Finally, we show
how this repair primitive can be used in composing other amoebot algorithms with the energy
distribution algorithm presented here. This effectively generalizes all previous work on the
amoebot model to also consider energy constraints.
2 The Energy Distribution Algorithm
In this section, we present algorithm Energy-Sharing for energy distribution in self-organizing
particle systems. At a high level, this algorithm works as follows. After some initial setup,
each particle continuously loops through a sequence of three phases: the communication
phase, the sharing phase, and the usage phase. In the communication phase, particles
propagate signals to communicate the energy states of stressed particles, analogous to the
long-range electrochemical signaling via potassium ion channels in the biofilms. Particles
then attempt to harvest energy from the external energy sources or transfer energy to their
neighbors in the sharing phase. Finally, particles spend their stored energy to perform
actions according to their collective behavior in the usage phase. Note that the system is not
synchronized and each particle progresses through these phases independently.
Section 2.1 details the setup and phases of Energy-Sharing (Algorithm 1). We then analyze
this algorithm’s correctness and runtime in Section 2.2. Complete pseudocode as well as
tables collecting the algorithm’s parameters and variables can be found in Appendix A.
2.1 Algorithm Energy-Sharing
The Setup Phase
Recall that particle system P is connected. Particles with access to an external energy source
are roots, and the rest are idle. This phase organizes P as a spanning forest F of trees rooted
at the root particles. These trees facilitate an analogy to the potassium ion signaling that
the bacteria use to communicate when they are metabolically stressed (discussed further
in the communication phase). To form F , we make use of the well-established spanning
forest primitive [5] which works as follows. If a particle P is idle, it checks if a root or active
particle Q is in its neighborhood. If so, P becomes active and updates its parent pointer to
P.parent← Q. This repeats until all particles are active, yielding a spanning forest F .
The Communication Phase
The communication phase (Algorithm 1, Communicate) facilitates the long-range commu-
nication of particles’ energy states analogous to the biofilm’s potassium ion signaling. This
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is achieved by sending signals along a particle’s tree in the spanning forest F constructed in
the setup phase. In particular, any active particle P that is stressed — i.e., P.ebat < δ(P ) —
sets a stress flag that remains until P is no longer stressed. Any particle that has a child in
its tree with their stress flag set also sets their stress flag, effectively propagating this signal
up to its tree’s root particle. When the root particle receives this stress signal (or if it is itself
stressed), it sets an inhibit flag, initiating a broadcast to the rest of the tree. Any particle
whose parent in the tree has their inhibit flag set also sets their inhibit flag, propagating
this inhibition signal throughout the tree. In the usage phase, inhibited particles will be
stopped from spending their energy to perform actions, allowing more energy to pass on to
the stressed particles. As we will show in the simulations of Section 3, omitting this phase
can result in the indefinite starvation of many of the system’s particles.
Signal resets behave analogously to how they are set. Once a particle receives the energy
it needs to no longer be stressed, it resets its stress flag. Any particles that do not have
children with their stress flags set also reset their stress flags. Once a root no longer has any
children with stress flags (and it is itself not stressed), it resets its inhibit flag. Any particle
whose parent does not have its inhibit flag set resets its own inhibit flag, and so on.
The Sharing Phase
During the sharing phase (Algorithm 1, ShareEnergy), particles harvest energy from
external energy sources and transfer energy to their neighbors, if possible. A root particle
begins the sharing phase by harvesting α units of energy from the external energy source.
Any particle P — root or active — then checks to see if it has sufficient energy to share
(i.e., P.ebat ≥ α) and if any of its children in the spanning forest F , say Q, need energy (i.e.,
Q.ebat < κ). If so, P transfers at most α units of energy to Q in keeping with the assumption
from Section 1.2 that each particle can transfer at most α units of energy per activation.
Any transferred energy exceeding a battery’s capacity is returned to its source.
The Usage Phase
In the usage phase (Algorithm 1, UseEnergy), particles spend their energy to perform
actions as required by their collective behavior. Suppose that a is the next action a particle
P wants to perform; recall that its energy cost is given by δ(P ). If P has sufficient stored
energy to perform this action — i.e., P.ebat ≥ δ(P ) — and P does not have its inhibit flag
set, then P can spend the required energy and perform action a. Otherwise, P forgoes any
action in this activation.
2.2 Analysis
We now prove the correctness and bound the runtime of the Energy-Sharing algorithm. We
begin with two straightforward results regarding the setup and communication phases.
I Lemma 1. All idle particles in the system become active and join the spanning forest F
within n asynchronous rounds, where n is the number of particles in the system.
Proof. This follows directly from the analysis of the spanning forest primitive [5]. The
particle system is connected, so as long as there are still idle particles in the system, at
least one idle particle P must have an active or root particle as a neighbor. When P is next
activated, it will become active and join the spanning forest by choosing one of its active or
root neighbors as its parent. This is guaranteed to happen within one asynchronous round
since every particle is activated at least once per round. Thus, at least one idle particle
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becomes active each round, and there are at most n− 1 idle particles since there is at least
one root in the system initially. J
I Lemma 2. Suppose a particle P in tree T ∈ F of the spanning forest is stressed; i.e.,
P.ebat < δ(P ). If tree T has depth dT , then all particles of T will have their inhibit flags set
within 2dT asynchronous rounds.2
Proof. Within one asynchronous round, P will be activated and will set its stress flag since
P.ebat < δ(P ). Recall that the stress flags are then propagated up to the root by parents
setting their stress flags when they see a child with its stress flag set. There can be at most
dT − 2 ancestors of P strictly between P and the root. At least one more ancestor will set
its stress flag per asynchronous round, so in at most dT − 2 rounds a child of the root will
have its stress flag set.
Within one additional round, the root will be activated and will set its inhibit flag.
Inhibit flags are then propagated from the root to all its descendants: in each round, any
child that sees its parent’s inhibit flag set will also set its own inhibit flag. The longest
root-to-descendant path in T is of length dT , so in at most dT rounds all particles in T will
have their inhibit flags set. J
Lemma 2 shows that when a tree contains at least one stressed particle, every particle in
the tree eventually becomes inhibited. This inhibition remains until all stressed particles
recharge, i.e., until they receive the energy they need to perform their next action. The usage
phase prohibits any inhibited particle from spending its energy on actions, so it suffices when
bounding the recharge time to analyze how energy is shared within the tree.
In particular, we want a bound on the worst case time required for a stressed particle in
a given tree T to recharge once all particles in T are inhibited. We make three observations
that make this analysis more tractable. First, we assume that all particles in T begin this
recharging process with empty batteries and need to meet maximum energy demand; i.e.,
we assume P.ebat = 0 and δ(P ) = κ for all P ∈ T . Although some energy may have already
been harvested and shared within T before inhibition set in, this assumption can only make
recharging slower since more energy is needed. Second, we assume κ/α ∈ N, allowing us to
assume all energy is transferred in units of size exactly α. This can be easily realized by
rounding any given capacity κ up to the next multiple of α, as this can only increase the
energy required in recharging. Third, we show in the following lemma that the recharge time
in T is at most the recharge time in a simple path with the same number of particles.
I Lemma 3. Suppose T is a tree of k particles rooted at a particle R with access to external
energy. If all k particles are inhibited and initially have no energy in their batteries, then the
worst case number of asynchronous rounds to recharge all particles’ batteries in T is at most
the worst case number of rounds to do so in a path L = (P1, . . . , Pk) in which P1 has access
to external energy and Pi.parent = Pi−1 for all 1 < i ≤ k.
Proof. Given any tree U of k inhibited particles rooted at a particle R with access to external
energy and an activation sequence A of the particles in U , let tA(U) denote the number
of asynchronous rounds required to recharge all particles’ batteries in U with respect to
activation sequence A. We use t(U) = maxA{tA(U)} to denote the worst case recharge time
for U . With this notation, our goal is to show that t(T ) ≤ t(L).
2 The depth of a particle P in a tree T rooted at a particle R is the number of nodes in the R,P -path in
T (i.e., the root R is at depth 1, and so on). The depth of a tree T is maxP∈T {depth of P}.
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Consider the maximal “non-branching” path (R = P1, . . . , P` = P ) in tree T starting at
the root R such that Pi+1 is the only child particle of Pi in T for all 1 ≤ i < `. We argue by
(reverse) induction on `, the total number of particles in the maximal non-branching path of
T . If ` = k, then T is already a path L of k particles and we have t(T ) = t(L) trivially. So
suppose that ` < k and for all possible trees U composed of the same k particles as T that are
rooted at R and have at least `+ 1 particles in their maximal non-branching paths, we have
t(U) ≤ t(L). Our goal is to modify T to form another tree T ′ that is composed of the same
particles, is rooted at R, and has exactly one more particle in its maximal non-branching path
such that t(T ) ≤ t(T ′). Since T ′ has exactly `+ 1 particles in its maximal non-branching
path, the induction hypothesis lets us conclude that t(T ) ≤ t(T ′) ≤ t(L) as desired.
With maximal non-branching path (R = P1, . . . , P` = P ) of T , P = P` is the “closest”
particle to R with multiple children, say Q1, . . . , Qc; note that such a particle P must exist
since ` < k. Form the tree T ′ by reassigning Qi.parent from P to Q1 for each 2 ≤ i ≤ c.
Then Q1 is the only child of P in T ′, and thus (R = P1, . . . , P` = P,Q1) is the maximal
non-branching path of T ′ which has length `+ 1. So it suffices to show that t(T ) ≤ t(T ′).
Consider any activation sequence A = (a1, . . . , af ) where af is the first activation after
which all particles in T have finished recharging their batteries; we must show that there
exists an activation sequence A′ such that tA(T ) ≤ tA′(T ′). We construct A′ from A so that
the flow of energy through the subtrees rooted at each Qi are identical in T and T ′ as follows:
Consider each ai ∈ A, for 1 ≤ i ≤ f . In almost all cases, ai has the same effect in both T
and in T ′ and thus can be appended “as is” to the end of A′. However, any activations ai in
which P passes energy to a child Qj , for 2 ≤ j ≤ c, cannot be performed directly in T ′ since
Qj is a child of Q1 — not of P — in T ′. We instead add a sequence of activations to A′
that have the effect of passing energy from P to Qj but use Q1 as an intermediary. There
are three cases. If Q1 has a full battery (i.e., Q1.ebat = κ) at the beginning of ai, then in A′
activate Q1 first to pass energy to Qj and then activate P to pass energy to Q1. Otherwise,
if Q1 has an empty battery (i.e., Q1.ebat = 0) at the beginning of ai, then do the opposite:
activate P first to pass energy to Q1 and then activate Q1 to pass energy to Qj . For all
other values of Q1.ebat, P and Q1 can be activated in either order to the same effect.
It is straightforward to see that the energy flow in T ′ under A′ mimics that of T under
A, and thus its particles recharge just as they do in T . Moreover, A′ was obtained from A
by adding activations which can only increase the number of asynchronous rounds contained
in A′. Therefore, we have tA(T ) ≤ tA′(T ′), and since the choice of A was arbitrary, we have
t(T ) ≤ t(T ′) as desired. J
By Lemma 3, it suffices to analyze the case where T is a simple path of k particles. To
bound the recharge time in this setting, we use a dominance argument between asynchronous
and parallel executions which is structured as follows: First, we prove that for any asyn-
chronous execution, there exists a parallel execution that makes at most as much progress
towards recharging the system in the same number of rounds. We then bound the recharge
time from above in parallel rounds. Combining these two results gives a worst case upper
bound on the recharge time in asynchronous rounds, as desired.
Let a configuration C of the path P1, . . . , Pk encode the battery values of each particle
Pi as Pi.ebat(C). A schedule is a sequence of configurations (C0, . . . , Ct). Note that in the
following definition for the parallel execution, we reduce each particle’s battery capacity from
κ to κ′ = κ− α. This does not apply to the asynchronous execution, and is just an artifact
of the proof that will be useful in Lemma 5.
I Definition 4. A parallel (inhibited) energy schedule (C0, . . . , Ct) is a schedule such that
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for all configurations Ci and particles Pj we have Pj .ebat(Ci) ∈ [0, κ′] and, for every 0 < i ≤ t,
Ci is reached from Ci−1 using the following for each particle Pj:
1. Pj is a root, so it harvests energy from the external energy source with:
a. Pj .ebat(Ci) = Pj .ebat(Ci−1) + min{α, κ′ − Pj .ebat(Ci−1)}
2. Pj .ebat(Ci−1) ≥ α and Pj+1.ebat(Ci−1) < κ′, so Pj passes energy to its child with:
a. Pj .ebat(Ci) = Pj .ebat(Ci−1)−min{α, κ′ − Pj+1.ebat(Ci−1)}
b. Pj+1.ebat(Ci) = Pj+1.ebat(Ci−1) + min{α, κ′ − Pj+1.ebat(Ci−1)}
Such a schedule is greedy if the above actions are taken in parallel whenever possible.
Now consider any fair asynchronous activation sequence A; i.e., one in which every particle
is activated infinitely often. We compare a greedy parallel energy schedule to an asynchronous
energy schedule (CA0 , . . . , CAt ) where CAi is the configuration of the path P1, . . . , Pk at the
completion of the i-th asynchronous round in A. For a particle Pi in a configuration C,
let ∆C(Pi) denote the total amount of energy in the batteries of particles Pi, . . . , Pk in C;
i.e., ∆C(Pi) =
∑k
j=i Pj .ebat(C). For any two configurations C and C ′, we say C dominates
C ′ — denoted C  C ′ — if and only if for all particles Pi in the path P1, . . . , Pk, we have
∆C(Pi) ≥ ∆C′(Pi).
I Lemma 5. Given any fair asynchronous activation sequence A beginning at a configuration
CA0 in which Pi.ebat = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists a greedy (inhibited) parallel energy
schedule (C0, . . . , Ct) with C0 = CA0 such that CAi  Ci for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t.
Proof. Given a fair asynchronous activation sequence A and an initial configuration CA0 ,
we obtain a unique asynchronous energy schedule (CA0 , . . . , CAt ). Our goal is to construct
a parallel energy schedule (C0, . . . , Ct) such that CAi  Ci for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t. Let C0 = CA0 ;
then, for 0 < i ≤ t, let Ci be obtained from Ci−1 by performing one parallel round: each
particle greedily performs the actions of Definition 4 if possible.
We now show CAi  Ci for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t by induction on i. Since C0 = CA0 , we trivially
have CA0  C0. So suppose i > 0 and for all rounds 0 ≤ r < i we have CAr  Cr. Considering
any particle Pj , we have ∆CA
i−1
(Pj) ≥ ∆Ci−1(Pj) by the induction hypothesis and want to
show that ∆CA
i
(Pj) ≥ ∆Ci(Pj). First suppose the inequality from the induction hypothesis
is strict and we have ∆CA
i−1
(Pj) > ∆Ci−1(Pj), meaning strictly more energy has been passed
into Pj , . . . , Pk in the asynchronous setting than in the parallel one after rounds i− 1 are
complete. Because all successful charging events pass α energy either from the external source
to the root P1 or from a parent Pj to its child Pj+1, we have that ∆CA
i−1
(Pj) ≥ ∆Ci−1(Pj)+α.
But by Definition 4, a particle can receive at most α energy per parallel round, so we have:
∆Ci(Pj) ≤ ∆Ci−1(Pj) + α ≤ ∆CAi−1(Pj) ≤ ∆CAi (Pj).
Thus, it remains to consider the case when ∆CA
i−1
(Pj) = ∆Ci−1(Pj), meaning the amount
of energy passed into Pj , . . . , Pk is exactly the same in the asynchronous and parallel settings
after rounds i− 1 are complete. It suffices to show that if Pj receives α energy in parallel
round i, then it also does so in asynchronous round i.
We first prove that if Pj receives α energy in parallel round i, then Pj .ebat(CAi−1) ≤ κ−α;
i.e., Pj has enough room in its battery to receive α energy whenever it is activated in
asynchronous round i. There are two cases: either Pj already had enough room in its battery
to receive α energy in parallel round i (i.e., Pj .ebat(Ci−1) ≤ κ′ − α) or it had a full battery
(i.e., Pj .ebat(Ci−1) = κ′) but passed α energy to Pj+1 in parallel, “pipelining” energy to
make room for the energy it received. In either case, it is easy to see that Pj .ebat(Ci−1) ≤ κ′.
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By supposition, we have that ∆CA
i−1
(Pj) = ∆Ci−1(Pj) and by the induction hypothesis we
have ∆CA
i−1
(Pj+1) ≥ ∆Ci−1(Pj+1). Combining these facts, we have:
Pj .ebat(CAi−1) =
k∑
`=j
P`.ebat(CAi−1)−
k∑
`=j+1
P`.ebat(CAi−1)
= ∆CA
i−1
(Pj)−∆CA
i−1
(Pj+1)
≤ ∆Ci−1(Pj)−∆Ci−1(Pj+1)
=
k∑
`=j
P`.ebat(Ci−1)−
k∑
`=j+1
P`.ebat(Ci−1)
= Pj .ebat(Ci−1) ≤ κ′ = κ− α
Thus, regardless of whether Pj already had space for α energy or used pipelining in parallel
round i, Pj must have space for α energy at the start of asynchronous round i, as desired.
Next, we show that if Pj receives α energy in parallel round i, then there is at least α
energy for Pj to receive in asynchronous round i. If Pj is the root, this is trivial: the external
source of energy is its infinite supply. Otherwise, suppose j > 1; we want to show that
Pj−1.ebat(CAi−1) ≥ α. By supposition, we have ∆CAi−1(Pj) = ∆Ci−1(Pj) and by the induction
hypothesis, we have ∆CA
i−1
(Pj−1) ≥ ∆Ci−1(Pj−1). Then:
Pj−1.ebat(CAi−1) =
k∑
`=j−1
P`.ebat(CAi−1)−
k∑
`=j
P`.ebat(CAi−1)
= ∆CA
i−1
(Pj−1)−∆CA
i−1
(Pj)
≥ ∆Ci−1(Pj−1)−∆Ci−1(Pj)
=
k∑
`=j−1
P`.ebat(Ci−1)−
k∑
`=j
P`.ebat(Ci−1)
= Pj−1.ebat(Ci−1) ≥ α
Thus, we have shown that if Pj receives α energy in parallel round i, then Pj .ebat(CAi−1) ≤
κ − α and either j = 1 or Pj−1.ebat(CAi−1) ≥ α, meaning that at the end of asynchronous
round i− 1 there is both α energy available to pass to Pj and Pj has room in its battery
to receive it. Though we do not control the order of activations in asynchronous round i,
additional activations can only increase the amount of energy available to pass to Pj (by,
e.g., passing more energy to Pj−1) and increase the space available in Pj .ebat (by passing
more energy to Pj+1). Since the activation sequence A was assumed to be fair, either j = 1
and Pj will be activated at least once in asynchronous round i or j > 1 and Pj−1 will be
activated at least once in asynchronous round i; in either case, Pj will receive α energy in
asynchronous round i. Therefore, in all cases we have shown that ∆CA
i
(Pj) ≥ ∆Ci(Pj), and
since the choice of Pj was arbitrary, we have shown CAi  Ci. J
To conclude the dominance argument, we bound the number of parallel rounds needed to
recharge a path of k particles. Combined with Lemma 5, this gives an upper bound on the
worst case number of asynchronous rounds required to do the same.
I Lemma 6. Let (C0, . . . , Ct) be a greedy (inhibited) parallel energy schedule where C0 is
the configuration in which Pi.ebat = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and Ct is the configuration in which
Pi.ebat = κ′ = κ− α for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then t = κ′α k = O(k).
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Proof. We argue by induction on k, the number of particles in the path. If k = 1, then
P1 = Pk is the root particle that harvests min{α, κ′ − P1.ebat} energy per parallel round
from the external source by Definition 4. Since P1 has no children to which it may pass
energy, clearly, within κ′α = O(k) rounds P1.ebat = κ′ will be satisfied.
Now suppose k > 1 and that for all 1 ≤ ` < k, a path of ` particles fully recharges in
κ′
α ` parallel rounds. Once a particle Pi has received energy for the first time, it is easy to
see by inspection of Definition 4 that Pi will receive α energy from Pi−1 (or the external
energy source, in the case that i = 1) in every subsequent parallel round until Pi.ebat is full.
Similarly, Definition 4 ensures that Pi will pass α energy to Pi+1 in every subsequent parallel
round until Pi+1.ebat is full. Thus, once Pi receives energy for the first time, Pi effectively
acts as an external energy source for the remaining particles Pi+1, . . . , Pk.
The root P1 first harvests energy from the external energy source in parallel round 0,
and thus acts as a continuous energy source for P2, . . . , Pk in all subsequent rounds. By the
induction hypothesis, we have that P2, . . . , Pk will fully recharge in κ
′
α (k− 1) parallel rounds,
after which P1 will no longer pass energy to P2. The root P1 harvests min{α, κ′ − P1.ebat}
energy from the external source per parallel round and already has P1.ebat = α, so in an
additional κ′α − 1 parallel rounds we have P1.ebat = κ′. Therefore, the path P1, . . . , Pk fully
recharges in 1 + κ′α (k − 1) + κ
′
α − 1 = κ
′
α k = O(k) parallel rounds, as required. J
Lemmas 3, 5, and 6 show that an inhibited tree T of k particles will recharge all its
stressed particles in at most O(k) asynchronous rounds. The following lemma shows that
within a bounded number of additional rounds, there will be some particle that is neither
inhibited nor stressed and thus can perform an enabled action (if it has one).
I Lemma 7. Suppose that the last stressed particle in T has just received the energy it needs
to perform its next action. If T has depth dT , then within 2dT additional rounds some
particle in T with a pending enabled action will be able to perform it.
Proof. Let Ta be the set of particles in T that have enabled actions to perform. By
supposition, all particles in Ta now have sufficient energy stored in their batteries to perform
their actions (i.e., they are no longer stressed). It remains to bound the time for a particle in
Ta to reset its inhibit flag, the only remaining obstacle to performing its action.
Let S ⊆ T be the connected subtree of particles with their stress flags set. All leaves of
S at the start of an asynchronous round are guaranteed to reset their stress flags by the
completion of the round since they are no longer stressed and do not have children with
stress flags set. A descendant-to-root path in S can have length at most dT ; the depth of
tree T . So in at most dT rounds, all particles in T will reset their stress flags.
In the first asynchronous round in which the root does not have any children with their
stress flags set, the root resets its inhibit flag. In each subsequent round, any child whose
parent has reset its inhibit flag will also reset its own inhibit flag. The longest root-to-
descendant path in T is of length dT , so in at most dT rounds there must exist a particle
in Ta that resets its inhibit flag; let P be the first such particle. Particle P has an enabled
action, has sufficient energy stored, and is not inhibited, so it performs its enabled action
during its next usage phase. J
We conclude our analysis with the following theorem. Recall from Section 1.3 that an
algorithm solves the energy distribution problem in t asynchronous rounds if no particle
remains stressed for more than t rounds and at least one particle is able to perform an
enabled action every t rounds.
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I Theorem 8. Algorithm Energy-Sharing solves the energy distribution problem in O(n)
asynchronous rounds.
Proof. By Lemma 1, all n particles in system P will join the spanning forest F within n
asynchronous rounds. Since there is no communication or energy transfer between different
trees of F , it suffices to analyze an arbitrary tree T ∈ F . By Lemma 2, if T contains a
stressed particle then all particles of T will be inhibited within 2dT rounds, where dT is
the depth of T . Lemma 3 shows that assuming T has a path structure can only increase
the time to recharge its stressed particles, and Lemmas 5 and 6 prove that even in the case
that all particles have uniform, maximum demand — i.e., δ(P ) = κ for all particles P —
all stressed particles will be distributed enough energy to meet their demand within O(|T |)
rounds. Finally, Lemma 7 shows that within 2dT additional rounds some particle in T will
use its energy to perform its next enabled action. Therefore, since the depth of T can be at
most its size (if T is a path) and its size can be at most the number of particles in the system
(if T is the only tree in F), we conclude that Energy-Sharing solves the energy distribution
problem in n+ 2dT +O(|T |) + 2dT = O(n) asynchronous rounds. J
3 Simulation Results
We now present simulations of the Energy-Sharing algorithm. All figures in this section use
color intensity to indicate the energy level of a particle’s battery, with more intense color
corresponding to more energy stored. Our first simulation (Figure 2) shows Energy-Sharing
running on a system of 91 particles with a single root particle that has access to the external
energy source. All particles have a capacity of κ = 10 and a transfer rate of α = 1. To
incorporate energy usage in the simulation, we assume that every particle has a uniform,
repeating demand of δ(·, ·) = 5 energy per “action”, though no explicit action is actually
performed when the energy is used. The system is organized as a hexagon with the root
at its center for visual clarity, but the resulting behavior is characteristic of other initial
configurations, root placements, and parameter settings.
All particles are initially idle, with the exception of the root shown with a gray/black ring
(Figure 2a). The setup phase establishes the spanning forest (or tree, in this case) rooted
at particle(s) with energy access; a particle’s parent direction is shown as an arc. Since
all particles start with empty batteries, stress flags (shown as red rings) quickly propagate
throughout the system and inhibit flags soon follow (Figure 2b). As energy is harvested
by the root and shared throughout the system, some particles (shown with yellow rings)
receive sufficient energy to meet the demand for their next action but remain inhibited from
using it (Figure 2c). This inhibition remains until all stressed particles in the system receive
sufficient energy to meet their demands (Figure 2d), at which point particles (shown with
green rings) can reset their inhibit flags and use their energy (Figure 2e). After using energy,
these particles may again become stressed and trigger another stage of inhibition (Figure 2f).
Our second simulation demonstrates the necessity of the communication phase for effective
energy distribution. In Section 1, we motivated the need for a strategy that leverages the
biofilm-inspired long-range communication of particles’ energy states to shift between selfish
and altruistic energy usage. Figure 3 shows a simulation with the same initial configuration
and parameters as the first simulation (Figure 2), but with its communication phase disabled.
Without the communication phase to inhibit particles from using energy while those that are
stressed recharge, particles continuously share any energy they have with their descendants
in the spanning forest. Thus, while the leaves of the spanning forest occasionally meet their
energy demands (bold green particles in Figure 3b–3d), even after 1000 rounds most particles
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(a) t = 0 async. rounds (b) t = 10 (c) t = 100
(d) t = 190 (e) t = 191 (f) t = 192
Figure 2 A simulation of Energy-Sharing on 91 particles with one root, κ = 10, α = 1, and a
repeating uniform demand of δ(·, ·) = 5 for all particles. The black particle is the root, red particles
have their stress flags and possibly also their inhibit flags set, yellow particles have only their inhibit
flags set, and green particles have no flags set.
(a) t = 1 async. round (b) t = 50 (c) t = 200 (d) t = 1000
Figure 3 A simulation of Energy-Sharing with the same initial configuration and parameters as
in Figure 2, but with the communication phase disabled. Without communication to set stress and
inhibit flags, all particles remain uninhibited (green), but only the leaves of the spanning forest ever
amass enough energy to meet their demands.
have still not met their energy demand even once.3
4 Extensions
With our energy distribution algorithm in place, we now present useful extensions. We begin
by considering particle crash failures in which a particle stops functioning and no longer
participates in the collective behavior. Crash failures pose a key challenge for Energy-Sharing:
they disrupt the structure of the spanning forest F that the particles use for routing energy
and communicating their energy states. To achieve robustness to these crash failures, we
present algorithm Forest-Prune-Repair that enables the spanning forest to self-repair so long as
certain assumptions on the locations of faulty particles hold (Sections 4.1–4.2). We then show
3 The effect of disabled communication is best viewed as a video, which can be found at https://sops.
engineering.asu.edu/sops/energy-distribution.
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how Forest-Prune-Repair can be leveraged to compose Energy-Sharing with existing algorithms
in the amoebot catalogue, effectively generalizing all previous work on the amoebot model to
also consider energy constraints (Section 4.3).
We make three assumptions about crashed particles. First, the neighbors of a crashed
particle can detect that it is crashed. Second, the subgraph induced by the positions of
non-crashed particles must remain connected at all times; otherwise, there may be no way
for components of non-crashed particles to communicate. Third, there must always be at
least one non-crashed root particle; otherwise, the system would lose its connection to the
external energy source. We do not claim that these detection, connectivity, and root-reliability
assumptions are necessary to solve fault tolerance, but each addresses a significant and
non-trivial challenge that is beyond the scope of this work.
4.1 The Forest-Prune-Repair Algorithm
In the context of our energy distribution algorithm, crash failures partition the spanning
forest F into “non-faulty” trees F∗ that are rooted at particles with energy access and “faulty”
trees F ′ that are disconnected from any external energy source. Together, F∗ ∪ F ′ form a
forest that spans all non-crashed particles. To make our algorithms robust to these faults,
we present Forest-Prune-Repair (Algorithm 2), a local, ad hoc reconstruction that self-repairs
F to reform a spanning forest of trees rooted at particles with energy access; i.e., F = F∗.
Algorithm Forest-Prune-Repair works as follows. When a particle P finds that its parent
has crashed, it knows it has become the root of a faulty tree in F ′. In response, P broadcasts
a “prune signal” throughout this new tree by setting a prune flag in each of its children’s
memories, informing its descendants of the crash failure. It then clears its parent pointer,
resets all flags, and becomes idle. Any particle that has its prune flag set does the same,
effectively dissolving the faulty tree. Idle particles then rejoin an existing tree in a manner
similar to the setup phase described in Section 2.1. When activated, an idle particle P
considers all its root or active neighbors that do not have their prune flag set. Of these
particles, P chooses one to be its parent in a round-robin manner; i.e., if P is ever pruned
again, it chooses the next such particle to be its parent, and so on.
Integrating Forest-Prune-Repair with Energy-Sharing is straightforward. In the setting
where the system is subject to crash faults, Forest-Prune-Repair simply replaces the setup
phase described in Section 2.1. A particle proceeds with the communication, sharing, and
usage phases of Energy-Sharing if it is not idle and its parent is not crashed.
4.2 Analysis
We now prove the correctness and bound the runtime of Forest-Prune-Repair, beginning with
a simple proof of safety that shows Forest-Prune-Repair always preserves certain properties of
the non-faulty trees in F∗.
I Lemma 9. If a non-faulty tree T ∈ F∗ is initially acyclic, then under Forest-Prune-Repair
it will remain acyclic. Moreover, there will always be at least one tree in F∗.
Proof. By the root-reliability assumption, there is always at least one non-crashed root
particle; thus, F∗ can never be empty. The operations of Forest-Prune-Repair that change
the structure of forest F are the removal of particles from their trees during pruning and
the addition of idle particles to new trees during rejoining. It is easy to see that removing
particles from any tree during pruning cannot create cycles where there were none before. A
particle only rejoins a tree if it is idle, implying that it has no children. So an idle particle
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rejoining a tree T ∈ F∗ is like adding a new leaf vertex to T , which cannot create a cycle
because T was initially acyclic. J
I Lemma 10. Suppose a particle crashes, yielding a new faulty tree T ∈ F ′. For any particle
P at depth d in tree T , P will be pruned (i.e., set its children’s prune flags, clear its memory,
and become idle) in at most d asynchronous rounds.
Proof. Suppose a particle crashes in round r, yielding a new faulty tree T ∈ F ′. Let P
be any particle at depth d in T . If d = 1, then P is the root of T . Since every particle is
activated at least once per asynchronous round, P will activate, see its parent is crashed, and
prune itself by the end of round r + 1. Now suppose d > 1 and that every particle at depth
at most d− 1 in T has been pruned by the end of round r + d− 1. If P has already been
pruned (as is possible due to the asynchronous activation order), we are done. So suppose P
has not yet been pruned at the start of round r + d. The parent of P was at depth d− 1,
and thus must have set the prune flag of P and become pruned by the end of the previous
round. So whenever P is activated in round r + d, it sees its prune flag is set and is pruned.
Thus, in all cases, P is pruned in at most d rounds. J
Under Forest-Prune-Repair, a pruned particle P chooses its new parent Q from among its
root or active neighbors that do not have their prune flags set. There are two cases: (i) Q is
in a non-faulty tree, meaning P has rejoined F∗ as desired, or (ii) Q is in a faulty tree, say
T ∈ F ′. In the latter case, there must be prune flags propagating throughout T because
T ∈ F ′, so Lemma 10 shows P will now be pruned again, this time from T .
An especially bad version of this case would occur if a particle continually rejoined the
tree it is pruning by choosing one of its descendants as its new parent (see Figure 4). In fact,
if this choice is not made carefully, it is possible that such a particle would always choose
a descendant as its parent and thus never rejoin F∗. We refer to this situation as a chase
cycle due to the way the prune flag propagation “chases” the rejoining particles. However,
since particles choose their new parents from among their eligible neighbors in a round-robin
manner, chase cycles cannot continue for long. We have the following lemma.
I Lemma 11. Suppose a particle P in faulty tree T ∈ F ′ has at least one neighbor in a
non-faulty tree of F∗ that does not have its prune flag set. Then the number of times P will
be pruned before it rejoins F∗ is at most 6.
Proof. Each time P is pruned, it chooses a new parent from among its active or root
neighbors that do not have their prune flags set. By supposition, P has at least one such
neighbor in a tree of F∗. Moreover, its neighbor(s) in F∗ will always be in the set of eligible
new parents since every particle in a non-faulty tree is either a root or is active and is never
pruned. By Lemma 10, P will be pruned again each time it chooses a parent in a faulty tree
of F ′. In a round-robin selection, P can choose each neighbor in F ′ as its parent at most
once before choosing a parent in F∗, as desired. Every particle has at most 6 neighbors, so
in the worst case the number of times P will be pruned before it rejoins F∗ is 6. J
We conclude by bounding the stabilization time of Forest-Prune-Repair, which captures
the time required for all particles to rejoin non-faulty trees starting from the time of the
last crash failure. We note that our bound does not directly depend on the number of crash
failures f , but rather on the number m of non-crashed particles removed from non-faulty
trees as a result of the crash failures.
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Figure 4 An illustration of a chase cycle in Forest-Prune-Repair. (a) P0 crashes, removing the
non-crashed particles in red from their non-faulty tree (in black) and disconnecting them from the
root particle with access to external energy (shown with a black ring). (b) P1 sees that its parent is
crashed and prunes itself (black circle), setting its child’s prune flag. (c) P1 then chooses one of its
descendants P6 as its new parent, creating a chase cycle. (d)–(g) P2 and P3 do the same, continuing
the chase cycle. (h) Later, P1 chooses Q as its parent, rejoining F∗ and breaking the chase cycle.
I Theorem 12. Suppose f ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} particles crash (where n is the number of particles
in P), yielding faulty trees F ′. If no other particles crash, all m = |F ′| non-crashed particles
rejoin F∗ in O(m2) rounds in the worst case.
Proof. Ifm = 1, then by Lemma 9 and the connectivity assumption all non-crashed neighbors
of the single non-crashed particle P 6∈ F∗ must be in F∗. By Lemma 10, P will be pruned
in one round; P will then choose a neighbor in F∗ as its new parent in its next activation.
So P rejoins F∗ in at most O(1) = O(m2) rounds.
Now suppose m > 1. Again by Lemma 9 and the connectivity assumption, there must
exist a non-crashed particle P ∈ F ′ with a neighbor in F∗. By Lemma 10, P will be pruned
in at most m rounds since the depth of P in its faulty tree can be at most the total number
of particles in faulty trees. Particle P will then choose a new parent from among its eligible
neighbors; if it chooses any neighbor in F ′ as its new parent, it will again be pruned in at
most another m rounds by Lemma 10. By Lemma 11, P will in the worst case need to repeat
this process 6 times before choosing a neighbor in F∗ as its new parent. Thus, P rejoins F∗
in O(m) rounds. This leaves m− 1 non-crashed particles in F ′ needing to rejoin F∗. By the
induction hypothesis, these particles rejoin F∗ in O((m− 1)2) rounds, so we conclude that
all m non-crashed particles in F ′ will rejoin F∗ in O((m− 1)2) +O(m) = O(m2) rounds. J
4.3 Algorithm Composition
We ultimately envision Energy-Sharing as a subprocess that is executed continuously, handling
the energy demands of higher level algorithms for the system’s self-organizing behaviors. In
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(a) t = 0 async. rounds (b) t = 200 (c) t = 500
(d) t = 1000 (e) t = 1500 (f) t = 2000
Figure 5 A simulation of basic shape formation on 91 particles composed with Energy-Sharing
with one root, κ = 10, α = 1, and action demand δ(·, ·) = 5. The communication structure is
maintained by Forest-Prune-Repair. Particle color and parent directions are visualized with respect
to Energy-Sharing, as in Section 3. The energy root (shown in black) moves according to the shape
formation algorithm and need not be centered.
particular, if every action of an amoebot algorithm was assigned an energy cost, Energy-Sharing
must supply each particle with sufficient energy to meet these costs and perform its actions.
However, many amoebot algorithms involve particle movements that would necessarily disrupt
the spanning forest F maintained by Energy-Sharing for energy routing and communication.
Just as was the case for crash failures (Section 4.1), this necessitates a protocol for repairing
F as particles move, disconnecting from existing neighbors and gaining new ones.
We can repurpose Forest-Prune-Repair to address moving particles with a simple modifi-
cation. Originally, a particle P would initiate the pruning of its subtree and become idle if it
detected that its parent had crashed. For this setting, P initiates the pruning of its subtree
and additionally prunes itself (unless it is an energy root) whenever it moves according to
the higher level algorithm. The rest of Forest-Prune-Repair stays the same with the pruning
broadcast dissolving the subtree and the resulting idle particles rejoining elsewhere.
With this modification in place, Energy-Sharing can be composed with any amoebot
algorithm A requiring energy distribution so long as (i) the battery capacity κ is at least
as large as the demand of the most energy-intensive action in A, and (ii) A maintains
system connectivity at all times (this is sufficient to satisfy the connectivity assumption of
Section 4 since no particles actually crash). Note that A need not satisfy the root-reliability
assumption; since each root is not actually crashing when it moves, the system maintains its
access to the external energy source so long as it remains connected.
Actions required by algorithm A are handled in the usage phase of Energy-Sharing. If
some particle P has an action to perform according to algorithm A, then if P has sufficient
stored energy and is not inhibited, it spends the energy and performs the action; otherwise, it
foregoes its action this activation. For example, Figure 5 shows Energy-Sharing composed with
the algorithm for basic shape formation [5, 7] forming a hexagon. Theorem 8 ensures that
all n particles will meet their energy needs and at least one particle will be able to perform
an enabled action every O(n) asynchronous rounds. By Theorem 12, any disruption to the
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(a) (b)
Figure 6 Runtime experiment results for the composition of Energy-Sharing with the basic shape
formation algorithm. Each experiment was repeated 20 times; average runtime is shown as a solid
line and standard deviation is shown as an error tube. (a) Runtimes of the basic shape formation
algorithm alone (blue) vs. when it is composed with Energy-Sharing (yellow) as a function of system
size. Asymptotic runtime bounds are shown as dotted lines; the composed algorithm tracks most
closely with O(n log2 n). (b) Runtimes of the composed algorithm for a system of 200 particles as
a function of the number of energy roots in the system. With more energy roots, the composed
algorithm approaches the runtime of basic shape formation with no energy constraints.
communication structure caused by actions involving movements will be repaired in O(m2)
asynchronous rounds, where m is the number of particles severed from the communication
structure. Thus, Energy-Sharing will not impede the progress of A but — according to
our proven bounds — may add significant overhead to its runtime. However, we observe
reasonable performance in practice: for example, since hexagon formation terminates in
O(n) rounds, our proven bounds suggest that the composed algorithm could terminate in
time O(n2) or worse but Figure 6a demonstrates an overhead that appears asymptotically
sublinear. With the addition of more energy roots, the composed algorithm is dramatically
faster, approaching the runtime achieved without energy constraints (see Figure 6b).
5 Conclusion
In this work, we extended the amoebot model to include energy considerations. Our bacterial
biofilm-inspired algorithm for energy distribution is guaranteed to meet the energy demands
of a system of n particles at least once every O(n) asynchronous rounds. Existing amoebot
model algorithms satisfying some basic assumptions can be generalized to respect energy
constraints through composition with our energy distribution and spanning forest repair
algorithms. Moreover, the spanning forest repair algorithm will be independently useful for
future work in addressing fault-tolerance for existing amoebot model algorithms.
Our goal in this work was to meet the energy demands of fixed-sized particle systems
as they execute algorithm actions. One could also consider using energy for system growth
via reproduction, mimicking the bacterial biofilms that inspired our algorithm. Supposing a
particle P has sufficient energy and is adjacent to some unoccupied position u, a reproduction
action would split P into two (analogous to cellular mitosis), yielding a new particle P ′
occupying u. In preliminary simulations (see Figure 7), we obtain behavior that is qualitatively
similar to the biofilm growth patterns observed by Liu and Prindle et al. [17, 24]; in particular,
the use of communication and inhibition leads to an oscillatory growth rate. Further work is
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(a) t = 5, 100, 550, and 1025 async. rounds (b)
Figure 7 Simulations of Energy-Sharing with reproduction actions. (a) The system is initialized
as a single root particle and uses the same parameters as the previous simulations. After 1025
asynchronous rounds, the system has grown to 507 particles. (b) The growth rate, shown here as
the number of reproduction actions per round averaged over a 10-round sliding window, has an
oscillating pattern: each recharging period is followed by a rapid burst of growth.
needed to formally characterize our algorithm’s behavior for these growing, dynamic systems.
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20 Energy Distribution for Programmable Matter
A Appendix: Algorithm Pseudocode
In this appendix, we provide detailed pseudocode for our energy distribution and spanning
forest repair algorithms. All pseudocode is written from the perspective of a particle P .
Parameter Representation Constraints
Battery Capacity κ ∈ R κ > 0
Energy Demand δ : P × Z+ → R δ(·, ·) ≤ κ
Transfer Rate α ∈ R α > 0
Table 1 Parameter Details
Variable Representation Domain Initialization
Battery Energy ebat [0, κ] 0
Parent Pointer parent {null, 0, . . . , 5} null
Stress Flag stress {true, false} false
Inhibit Flag inhibit {true, false} false
Prune Flag prune {true, false} false
Table 2 Local Variable Details
Algorithm 1 Energy-Sharing
1: if P is idle then
2: if P has a neighbor Q that is a root or is active then
3: P becomes active.
4: P.parent← Q.
5: else (i.e., P is active or a root)
6: Communicate( )
7: ShareEnergy( )
8: UseEnergy( )
9: function Communicate( )
10: if P is active then
11: if P.ebat < δ(P ) ∨ (P has a child Q with Q.stress = true) then P.stress← true.
12: else P.stress← false.
13: P.inhibit← P.parent.inhibit.
14: else (i.e., P is a root)
15: if P.ebat < δ(P ) ∨ (P has a child Q with Q.stress = true) then P.inhibit← true.
16: else P.inhibit← false.
17: function ShareEnergy( )
18: if P is a root then P.ebat ← min{P.ebat + α, κ}.
19: if P.ebat ≥ α and P has a child Q with Q.ebat < κ then
20: Choose an arbitrary child Q with Q.ebat < κ.
21: P.ebat ← P.ebat −min{α, κ−Q.ebat}.
22: Q.ebat ← min{Q.ebat + α, κ}.
23: function UseEnergy( )
24: Let a be the next action P wants to perform and δ(P ) be its energy cost.
25: if P.ebat ≥ δ(P ) and ¬P.inhibit (i.e., P is not inhibited) then
26: Spend the required energy by updating P.ebat ← P.ebat − δ(P ).
27: Perform action a.
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Algorithm 2 Forest-Prune-Repair
1: if (P.prune) ∨ (P.parent is crashed) then
2: for all particles Q such that Q.parent = P do Q.prune← true.
3: P.parent← null.
4: P.prune← false.
5: P becomes idle.
6: else if (P is idle) ∧ (P has a root or active neighbor Q such that ¬Q.prune) then
7: Choose a root or active neighbor Q with ¬Q.prune according to round-robin selection.
8: Update P.parent← Q.
9: P becomes active.
